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tradition: pocket guide - comprehensive book, bit and spur makers in the vaquero tradition: a historical
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afresh. bit and spur makers in the vaquero tradition: a this handsome book covers bit-and-spur makers
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cowboy spurs - bit and spur makers in the vaquero tradition and bits and spurs: motifs, techniques and
modern makers, ned and jody martin. the first book gives detailed information on california- and northern
plains-style spurs. the second book focuses on contemporary spurs and can help a collector learn the
difference between antique and modern spurs. the haba letter - houston area blacksmiths association,
inc. - jody martin to produce bit and spur makers of the texas tradition. ned and jody martin also wrote
another book titled bit and spur makers of the vaquero tradition. these two books are now considered ‘the
bible’ of bit and spur collecting. the second book (17 years in the making) completed by kurt is titled hand
forged for texas cowboys. location: atkinson community center•atkinson, ne - west•cowboy
equipment•the spur•great american west collectibles•bit & spur mak-ers in the texas tradition•cowboy bits &
spurs•cowboy americana•the american cow-boy tribute to a vanishing breed•saddles•the howell book of
saddlery & tack, over-looked treasures•soft back: bit & spurs makers texas tradition•bit & spurs vaquero
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and sale - elko - what: a gear show and sale of the finest quality items available from contemporary artists
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